English

High season

Shore Excursions

The best way to discover the wonders of Italy by participating in collective tours

My Trip Italy - B2B – dmc@mytripitaly.com

REGULAR

A Special Day in Florence:
Accademia Gallery and Uffizi Gallery - Skip The Line

REGULAR

Florence City Tour and Accademia Gallery - Morning

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR FI1

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR FIFD

A day to discover Florence and its flavours! An entire day to discover Florence and its amazing views
(PIAZZALE MICHELANGELO and FIESOLE), with its fascinating history and important artistic works of
art (UFFIZI Gallery, ACCADEMIA Gallery, Piazza Signoria, Basilica di SANTA CROCE, DUOMO and
Baptistery) and its famous savory Tuscan cuisine. This is an all-in tour that gives you the chance of
seeing all the sights of Florence as well as enjoying a typical Tuscan lunch- the perfect way to feel like
a Florentine! A worthwhile experience at a very advantageous price, including both the morning and
afternoon tours, a full immersion in Florence’s artistic treasures, two of its greatest museums and
the hills!

Meeting Point:
PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO - BUS
TERMINAL
Departures:
Every day, except Monday
At 08.45AM
From 01 April to 31 October
Duration:
9 hours
Language:
English

This discovery tour begins from one of the most beautiful and romantic spots in the world: PIAZZALE
MICHELANGELO, where you can drink in the sights and historic panorama of Florence lying before
your eyes. Then you plunge into the city itself: first stop, the ACCADEMIA GALLERY, famous for its
David of Michelangelo, the unfinished works of art Prigioni, San Matteo, la Pietà di Palestrina and
other masterpieces by the great artist. The tour ends with a stroll through the historic streets of the
city to arrive in PIAZZA DUOMO, here you will learn the secrets of Giotto’s Bell Tower, and discover
the beauty of the Baptistery with its golden, bronze doors (including the famous Porta del Paradiso).
Last but not least, there is the breathtaking Cathedral itself.

COMMISIONABLE RATE
ADULT (7+): € 140.00

CHILD (4/6): € 00.00

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§
§
§

Professional Guide
Journey by fully-fitted GT Coach
Typical Tuscan Lunch
Accademia and Uffizi Gallery tickets and reservations
Earphones for bigger groups

NOT INCLUDED
§
§

Tips
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

COMMISIONABLE RATE
INFANT: € 00.00

ADULT (7+): € 55.00

CHILD (4/6): € 00.00

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§
§
§

Professional Guide
Visit to Piazzale Michelangelo by fully-fitted GT coach
Accademia Gallery ticket and reservation
Walking tour
Earphones for bigger groups

NOT INCLUDED
§
§
§

Tips
Meals
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

INFANT: € 00.00

Meeting Point:
PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO - BUS
TERMINAL
Departures:
Daily, Except Monday
At 08.45am
From 01 January to 31 October
Duration:
3h 15 min
Language:
English

REGULAR

Florence Special:
Walking Tour with Accademia and Uffizi Gallery

REGULAR

Florence City Tour and Uffizi Gallery - Afternoon

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR FI2

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR MUSCOM

Can’t get enough of Florence artistic heritage and museums? Well, this is for you. This is your chance
to visit 2 of the most important museums of the cradle of Renaissance in just one day. Your guide
will meet you in the afternoon and get your ready for the first stage of this enlightening activity: the
incredible Accademia Gallery, the shrine that has housed Michelangelo’s David over the centuries.
Take advantage of our prebooked tickets and avoid the long queues at the entrance. Your tour guide
will reveal the secrets of this incredible museum and of the creation of Michelangelo’s world
renowned masterpieces, such as the original version of David, I Prigioni and San Matteo. You will
discover that he was not only a sculptor, but also a painter, an architect and a sensitive poet. After
this first guided visit, your guide will take you on an interesting walking tour through Florence’s most
famous Piazza to feel the authentic Florence architecture! And now, be prepared for a real feast for
the eyes and the soul: the incredible Uffizi Gallery, offering one of the largest painting collections in
the world as well as stunning views of Florence’s cityscape. Your PROFESSIONAL GUIDE will create a
comprehensive and fascinating itinerary that will catch the attention of first time visitors and art
lovers' alike. Starting from GIOTTO and MASACCIO, the real innovators of our history, you will
explore an exciting celebration of beauty, admiring such masterpieces as BOTTICELLI's BIRTH OF
VENUS, LEONARDO's ANNUNCIATION and MICHELANGELO's TONDO DONI, to name a few. At the
end of the guided tour, you can remain in the Uffizi Gallery until closing time.

Meeting Point:
Via Cavour, 36 – Firenze
Departures:
Everyday, except Monday
At 01:30 PM
Valid From 01 April to 31 October
Duration:
4h 30 min
Language:
English

From Florence we cruise along the tree-lined roads to reach the beautiful Etruscan-Roman village of
FIESOLE, with stunning views of Florence and the Arno Valley. Heading back to the city we drive
along the famous Lungarni (on the Arno riverbank) to reach the Basilica di SANTA CROCE and its
historic Square. After admiring the palaces we walk up to Piazza Signoria, the unique heart of the
city’s social life, to admire the architecture of Palazzo Vecchio and the famous statues of Loggia de'
Lanzi. The tour finishes inside the UFFIZI GALLERY, where you can stand and admire the unique
Renaissance masterpieces of the great Italian artists: Leonardo, Giotto, Michelangelo, Botticelli and
Raphael...(the list is never-ending!). You can stay inside the museum for as long as you please even
after the guided tour is over.

COMMISIONABLE RATE
ADULT (7+): € 93.00

CHILD (4/6): € 00.00

COMMISIONABLE RATE
INFANT: € 00.00

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§
§
§

Professional Guide
Accademia Gallery ticket and reservation
Uffizi Gallery ticket and reservation
Walking tour: Piazza san Giovanni (Duomo Square), Piazza della Repubblica, Piazza Signoria
Earphones for bigger groups

NOT INCLUDED
§
§
§

Tips
Meals
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

ADULT (7+): € 57.00

CHILD (4/6): € 00.00

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§
§
§

Professional Guide
Visit to Fiesole by fully-fitted GT coach
Uffizi Gallery ticket and reservation
Walking tour
Earphones for bigger groups

NOT INCLUDED
§
§
§

Tips
Meals
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

INFANT: € 00.00

Meeting Point:
PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO - BUS
TERMINAL
Departures:
Everyday, except Monday
At 04:30 PM - all Year Round
Duration:
3h 30 min
Language:
English

REGULAR

Florence Gourmet Art and Food for Small Group

REGULAR

Florence Walking Tour with Aperitif

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR WTF

Tickle your palate with the recipes of our tradition while you plunge into Florence unrivaled artistic
heritage! A small group tour for food lovers! Florence wine and food culture is as important and
fascinating as its history and artistic background are. Discover how the eno-gastronomic aspect of
the cradle of Renaissance is intrinsic to Florentines’everyday life and heritage through the eyes of a
passionate local guide. This enlightening walking tour starts from the very heart of Florence: Santa
Maria Novella Square. Admire the astonishing Romanesque façade of the imposing church and learn
how vineyards dominated the area centuries ago. Proceed towards the core of Florence wine and
food culture: the colorful and lively San Lorenzo Market. Breath in the atmosphere of this unique
food market where you can get any kind of fresh ingredients directly from the producers: taste the
typical “cantuccini” the most famous dessert biscuits of our region and do not forget to dip them
into “vinsanto” sweet wine! Discover all the secrets behind the construction of San Lorenzo Church
and Duomo Cathedral, and learn why so many historical buildings have small windows on their
walls...the so-called wine portals (buchette del vino) unique to Florentine architecture. An observant
visitor on a walk through Florence can find dozens of these small, once useful, doors...your guide will
reveal you how they were used in the past before joining a second food and wine tasting in a
picturesque “Vinaino” shop...taste the best cold-cuts of our region (salame, finocchiona and
prosciutto together with Pecorino cheese) along with the world-known Chianti red wine. Heading to
our last tasty stop, the local guide will tell you some interesting facts about the most famous families
of Florentine wine producers, that is to say Antinori and Frescobaldi, while strolling through the
historic centre of the city, admiring such masterpieces as Orsanmichele Church and Signoria Square.
COMMISIONABLE
RATE dishes belonging to Florentine
This gourmet quest ends with a taste of
2 mouth watering "poor"
culinary tradition such as "Pappa al pomodoro" and "Ribollita", both made with Tuscan bread and
withADULT
peasant(13+):
origins.€ An
incredible mix of
art and
culinary
tradition for all tastes!
INFANT: € 00.00
35.00
CHILD
(4/12):
€ 17.50

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§
§

Professional Guide
Earphones for bigger groups
Tasting of typical products: Cantucci, Salami and Finocchiona, Wine, Schiacciata, Ribollita and
Pappa al pomodoro
Possibility of buying local products

NOT INCLUDED
§
§
§

Tips
Museums or Churches entrance fees
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

Meeting Point:
Kiosk "Tourist Point" in Santa
Maria Novella Square
Departures:
Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
Saturday - All Year Round
At 9:30 AM
Duration:
3 Hours
Language:
English

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR WT

Think of FLORENCE and you think of a concentration of art and architecture. And you’re right: over
half of Italy’s wonders are here! Despite its international fame and greatness, Florence is also a small
city, whose history is interwoven with that of its passionate citizens for almost a thousand years...
Let our guide unravel its unconventional side, visit Florence’s urban scenery that played a leading
role in ancient timeless legends. Get the chance to savour the city’s intriguing charm that gave birth
to anecdotes whose truth is lost on the border between history and fantasy. We are very pleased to
offer to you our ORIGINAL, BRAND NEW WALKING TOUR: a perfect mix of Florence’s classical face
and its hot spots, combined with curiosities and unknowns. Discover how the Street of Beautiful
Women got its name and how to beat your competitors with poppy seeds! At the end a well-earned
REFRIGERATING APERITIF will be waiting for you in an exclusive location of an historical square of
Florence. But before this you will have to discover two hidden portraits in Piazza Signoria and learn
how to win good luck from the Porcellino. This tour has got something for everyone: all ages and
interests. Comfortable shoes suggested!

COMMISIONABLE RATE
ADULT (13+): € 16.00

CHILD (4/12): € 12.00

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§

2 hours Florence tour with Professional Guide
Aperitif
Earphones for bigger groups

NOT INCLUDED
§
§
§

Tips
Museums or Churches entrance fees
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

INFANT: € 00.00

Meeting Point:
Tourist Point in Santa Maria
Novella square
Departures:
Tuesday at 4:30 PM
From 01 April to 31 October
Duration:
2h 30 min
Language:
English

REGULAR

Perfume Masterclass: a Sensory Experience!

REGULAR

Vip Duomo Tour: Brunelleschi's Cupola and Secret
Terraces for Small Group

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR D1

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR FI2

Meet your MASTER PERFUMER and learn the techniques and the secrets of the historical Florentine
ALCHEMICAL TRADITION!
The lesson will take place in an ancient, atmospheric workshop. In centuries of experience this
historic lab has mixed the scientific knowledge of medical care together with the empirical
knowledge of the healing properties of herbs, flowers and fruits. You will relive the magical
atmosphere of alchemists and apothecaries residing in Florence during the Renaissance period,
surrounded by unique glassware, ampules and rare essences.
Following the historical footprints of Catherine de Medici and René le Florentine, your Master
Perfumer will guide you through the process which will ultimately lead to the CREATION of YOUR
UNIQUE CUSTOM MADE INDIVIDUAL PERFUME!
At the end of the workshop you will be rewarded with a 50 ml bottle of your own personalized
perfume. Each participant will also receive a certificate as a memory of the day. This truly unique and
authentic experience is not to be missed!

Meeting Point:
Via Ghibellina 190 RED - Antica
Spezieria Erboristeria San Simone
Departures:
Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
Saturday
At 10:30 AM - all Year Round
Duration:
1h 30 min
Language:
English

Admire the magical AERIAL PANORAMA of the cradle of Renaissance and learn the secrets of the
Duomo from a different point of view. An exclusive and neverseen before perspective: admire
Florence panorama from Duomoʼs 32 metres high TERRACES and climb up to the top of the Dome!
Do not miss the chance to take a closer look at the incredible BRUNELLESCHI “CUPOLA”, a
masterpiece of art and architecture that still remains unmatched. Avoid the queues with our
exclusive skip the line access and follow our professional guides inside the immense wonders of the
ancient Cathedral of Florence. Take advantage of your guided tour to discover the fascinating Crypt,
which contains the archeological remains of the ancient Cathedral of Santa Reparata. Walk amidst its
ruins and admire the floor's fine polychrome mosaic with geometrical decorations. Then, climb the
Northern terrace of the Cathedral rooftop, a suggestive walk through narrow and open air corridors
that have been closed to the public for centuries. The panorama from up there will take your breath
away! We are giving you the chance to join an elite tour within art and history and to discover the
hidden Duomo North Terrace: the majority of tourists (as well as Florentines!) do not even know
that they were planned! The guided tour will end in the exclusive circular room (accessible only with
our tour!) where you will see the old statues which standed in the façade of the Duomo. In the room
you can find the restorers at work with their spatulas and chisels still dirty and smelling of stucco.
The surprises for you are not over yet: use your ticket to reach the top of the Cupola admiring up
close the stunning Last Judgment frescoes, and finally enjoy an amazing 360° view from the top!

COMMISIONABLE RATE
ADULT (13+): € 70.00

CHILD (4/12): € 35.00

COMMISIONABLE RATE
INFANT: € 00.00

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§
§
§

Welcome and visit the artisanal laboratory
Introduction to the history of perfumery in Florence
Creation and bringing home of your unique custom madeperfume from a kit of essences
Coffee break (complimentary cofee, tea or water)
Certificate

NOT INCLUDED
§
§
§

Tips
Meals
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

ADULT (12+): € 59.00

CHILD (6/11): € 39.00

INFANT: € 00.00

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§
§
§

Professional Guide
Guided tour of the Cathedral and Santa Reparata Crypt with skip the line access
Exclusive access to the central nave
Exceptional opening of the Duomo North Terrace
Skip the line and reserved access to Brunelleschi’s Dome

NOT INCLUDED
§
§
§

Tips
Meals
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

Meeting Point:
Piazza San Giovanni, 7 – Firenze
Departures:
Everyday, except Sunday
At 02:30 PM - all Year Round
Duration:
1h 30 min
Language:
English

REGULAR

A Special Day in Tuscany:
Pisa, San Gimignano and Siena

REGULAR

Assisi, Cortona and Passignano sul Trasimeno

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR SDT

Do you want to feast your eyes and tickle your palate with the joys of Tuscany in just one day?
Here’s the tour for you! Your day begins early in the morning with a tour of PISA, where you will
have time to admire the stunning Cathedral, the Baptistery, the Monumental Cemetery and also the
chance to snap photographs of the celebrated Leaning Tower.
Then we move onto a rustic WINE ESTATE in the foothills of San Gimignano, where you can enjoy a
typical Tuscan lunch enriched by precious wines. After lunch you will discover one of the most
famous Medieval hilltop villages in Italy, SAN GIMIGNANO, where you can explore the maze of
cobbled streets, the small squares and many local artisan shops.
Our exciting day continues with a panoramic view of the true Chianti countryside, before arriving in
SIENA, where our specialist guide meets us and starts the walk around the most important squares
of Piazza del Campo to the Cathedral, with a visit of its interior. At the end of the tour there will be
time to enjoy a coffee and some shopping in typical local shops.
We return to Florence in a beautiful Tuscan sunset, a perfect end of a memorable day in Tuscany.

Meeting Point:
PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO - BUS
TERMINAL
Departures:
Everyday, all Year Round
At 07:45 AM
Duration:
11h 30 min
Language:
English

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR ASSCOR

Full day Tour from Florence to enjoy the mysticism of the Umbrian religious town to the film set of
“Under the Tuscan Sun”. Let us take you through the rolling green hills of Tuscany and Umbria to
discover the architectonic and artistic jewels of Assisi and Cortona.
ASSISI, world-renowned as the home of Saint Francis, crowns the spur of a hill overlooking a
picturesque valley. Let our guide lead you through the narrow, winding streets of this medieval town
and learn about its charming history. Inside the Basilica of San Francesco d’Assisi, you will admire
Giotto’s frescos of The life of San Francesco and discover why it is a fundamental pilgrimage site.
Next, you will visit the Basilica of Santa Chiara - dedicated to Saint Clare of Assisi, a follower of Saint
Francis. After you will have free time to stroll around and breathe in the atmosphere of peace
characterizing this mystical city.
The tour continues with a visit to Santa Maria degli Angeli Church, the birthplace of the Franciscan
Order. Enjoy a short stop for pictures in PASSIGNANO SUL TRASIMENO before crossing the border
back into Tuscany you reach CORTONA, the last stage of this special day. This beautiful small town
built by the Etruscans, is famous for its architectural wonders and amazing views over the
surrounding landscape. Cortona is also known internationally for the movie "Under the Tuscan Sun"
(USA/Italy): this is your chance to play the part and feel like you’re in a real film-set!

COMMISIONABLE RATE
ADULT (13+): € 85.00

CHILD (4/12): € 42.50

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§
§
§

Journey by fully-fitted GT Coach
Expert multilingual escort
Free time in Pisa and San Gimignano
Lunch in a typical wine farm
Siena tour with professional guide and Siena Cathedral Entrance

NOT INCLUDED
§
§

Tips
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

COMMISIONABLE RATE
INFANT: € 00.00

ADULT (13+): € 92.00

CHILD (4/12): € 46.00

INFANT: € 00.00

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§
§
§

Journey by fully fitted GT Coach
Expert multilingual escort
Assisi tour with professional guide
Entrance to the Church of San Francesco, Santa Chiara and Santa Maria degli Angeli
Stop for panoramic pictures at Passignano sul Trasimeno

NOT INCLUDED
§
§
§

Tips
Meals
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

Meeting Point:
PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO - BUS
TERMINAL
Departures:
Monday, Thursday
At 08:15 AM - all Year Round
Duration:
11 hours
Language:
English

REGULAR

Chianti Colors and Flavours

REGULAR

Cinque Terre: The Scent of the Sea
Lunch Included

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR CHIA

Don’t miss the chance to explore the marvelous Chianti Wine region and its rolling hills! Get away
from the noise and crowds of the city and enjoy a relaxing afternoon in the world-famous Tuscan
countryside. Tuscany is renowned worldwide for its nature, small villages, vineyards and gentle hills.
Your tour starts with a visit to a rustic WINE ESTATE, in the heart of vineyards, where you will be
greeted by the owners and offered an appetizing snack based on “crostini toscani”, home produced
olive oil and a tasting of a delicate “Vino Chianti”. You will visit the cellar and learn all the secrets of
wine processing. Then we move on to GREVE IN CHIANTI which is without doubt one of the most
famous and best known Italian Chianti wine villages: here you will have time to explore the
characteristic alleyways and the central square with its numerous Medieval buildings and its
picturesque artisan shops. Our day is not over yet: in the heart of olive trees, gentle hills and
vineyards you will be offered another rich wine tasting together with some regional products: the
owners of the wine estate will teach you some easy steps to become a perfect sommelier!
EXCLUSIVE! Two wine tastings!

Meeting Point:
PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO - BUS
TERMINAL
Depatures:
Everyday, all Year Round
At 02:30 PM
Duration:
5 hours
Language:
English

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR 5TERL

Our trip to the CINQUE TERRE is an unforgettable whole day devoted to the discovery of one of the
most amazing and enchanting landscapes in the world. Five (Cinque) villages, hanging between sea
and land, a place where you can immerse yourselves in paradise, listed by UNESCO as a World
Heritage site.
Our visit begins with RIOMAGGIORE: admiring the houses leaning one against the other and stroll
along the narrow cobble alleyways and sheltered paths. We then reach MANAROLA by walking along
the famous “Via dell’Amore” (The Path of Love) a romantic promenade hewn from the rocks falling
sheer into the sea. Our journey continues to MONTEROSSO, an ancient fishing village considered
“The Pearl of the Cinque Terre”, where you will be awed by its enchanting beaches and the lush
vegetation encircling the little town. Here you will have free time to plunge into the crystal sea and
sunbathe, before taking the boat to VERNAZZA, a seaside town surrounding a small natural port. As
well as comfortable clothes and shoes, we recommend you bring your swimwear! At the moment
the “Path of Love” is closed and the reopening depends on local authorities.
If it still won’t be accessible during high season, a longer route in boat will be offer as financial
compensation and the given order of the visits may change. Please note that due to bad weather it
may not be possible to use the boat.

COMMISIONABLE RATE
ADULT (13+): € 45.00

CHILD (4/12): € 22.50

COMMISIONABLE RATE
INFANT: € 00.00

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§
§
§

Journey by fully-fitted GT Coach and Expert multilingual escort
Visit of two different wine estates with tour to the wine cellars
Sampling of wines, extra-virgin olive oil and balsamic vinegar (possibility to buy)
Two snacks based on delicious regional products
Free visit of Greve in Chianti

NOT INCLUDED
§
§

Tips
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

ADULT (13+): € 115.00

CHILD (4/12): € 57.50

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§
§
§

Journey by fully-fitted GT Coach
Expert multilingual escort
Free time in Riomaggiore, Manarola, Monterosso, Vernazza
Motor vessel tickets, “Via dell’Amore” tickets, train tickets
Lunch

NOT INCLUDED
§
§

Tips
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

INFANT: € 00.00

Meeting Point:
PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO - BUS
TERMINAL
Departures:
At 07:00 AM
Everyday
From 01 April to 10 November
Duration:
12h 30 min
Language:
English

REGULAR

San Gimignano, Siena, Monteriggioni and Chianti
with Wine Tasting

REGULAR

Sunset in Siena and Chianti Dinner

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR SICEN

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR SSMC

Crossing the beautiful Chianti hills we arrive at the Medieval hilltop gem of MONTERIGGIONI, with its
still intact walls. Here you can drink in the history and relive the atmosphere of olden times. Our day
continues to the stately SIENA, famous for its splendid examples of Gothic architecture and the Palio
horse race. Follow our guide to the suggestive Piazza del Campo, where the magnificent Palazzo
Pubblico stands with its Torre del Mangia. Visit Piazza del Duomo and be impressed by the imposing,
stunning Cathedral, one of the finest achievements of Italian Gothic. Before leaving Siena you will be
served a light lunch in a cozy restaurant where, together with genuine Tuscan products, you will
savour locally produced traditional pastries: Ricciarelli, Panforte and Cantuccini. The next stop is SAN
GIMIGNANO famous for its white wine, the world renowned Vernaccia, and its skyscrapers, also
declared a World heritage Site by UNESCO! The visit is free for independent sightseeing, strolling
around the narrow streets and admiring the relaxing landscape. After, we move into the CHIANTI
area, with its picture-postcard landscapes. You have the chance to taste the best Chianti red wine in
a rustic wine estate along with home-made snacks and sampling of wines and oil.

Meeting Point:
PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO - BUS
TERMINAL
Departures:
Everyday
At 08:30 AM - all Year Round
Duration:
10h 30 min
Language:
English

A unique experience between Medieval Art, Chianti landscapes and Tuscan flavours! You don’t like
to wake up early in the morning? Well, this tour is perfect for you! You leave Florence in the early
afternoon, reaching SIENA in just 1 hour driving through the Chianti scenery, famous for its delightful
hills and vineyards. Enjoy your free time in Siena breathing in the Medieval atmosphere all around
you, wandering through its narrow streets and admiring the magnificent artistic heritage of this city,
exemplified by the Gothic Cathedral and the impressive Torre del Mangia standing in the stunning,
world-famous Piazza del Campo. Take advantage of your free time to go shopping or by visiting the
traditional and ancient shops. Admire the sunset from a wonderful panoramic spot: the tour
continues by visiting a typical WINE ESTATE in the heart of the Chianti area, between the famous
Tuscan hills and vineyards, where you will be served a delicious dinner based on typical Tuscan
products like salami, bruschetta and other unique delicacies. The dinner is enriched by precious
wines personally selected by the expert owners of the winery. The perfect way to end a perfect
afternoon in the middle of Chianti.

COMMISIONABLE RATE
ADULT (13+): € 63.00

CHILD (4/12): € 31.50

COMMISIONABLE RATE
INFANT: € 00.00

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§
§
§

Journey by fully-fitted GT Coach
Expert multilingual escort and Siena tour with professional guide
Light lunch in a cozy restaurant in Siena
Tasting of traditional pastries
Visit a rustic wine estate in Chianti area with sampling of wines, olive oil and other products

NOT INCLUDED
§
§

Tips
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

ADULT (13+): € 70.00

CHILD (4/12): € 35.00

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§
§
§

Journey by fully fitted GT Coach
Expert multilingual escort
Free visit of Siena
Dinner based on delicious regional products in a local wine estate
Wine tasting and visit of the cellars

NOT INCLUDED
§
§

Tips
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

INFANT: € 00.00

Meeting Point:
PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO - BUS
TERMINAL
Departures:
At 02:45 PM
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday
Duration:
7h 30 min
Language:
English

REGULAR

Val D'Orcia Tour: Montalcino's Brunello,
Montepulciano's Noble Wine and Pienza's Pecorino
Cheese

REGULAR

Pisa and The Leaning Tower (Admission Included)
Morning Tour

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR VALD

Escape the hustle and bustle of Florence and experience the heart of Tuscany by visiting the
enchanting Val D’Orcia, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Explore the beautiful towns of Montalcino,
Pienza and Montepulciano; enjoy two different wine tastings and savour the famous Pecorino
cheese!
The tour starts with a wine tasting session in Montalcino, the land of the world-renowned Brunello
wine. Here you will be enchanted by the outstanding charm of a special and definitely worth visiting
wine cellar. Next you move up to the peak of the town, where a magnificent sight will take your
breath away: sunny rolling hills, ancient oaks, picturesque olive groves, scenic country roads winding
through perfect vineyards and isolated cypress trees atop hills.
The tour continues to Pienza, which stands high upon a hill and dominates all the Orcia valley with
extraordinary views. Enjoy the cheese tasting session with the famous Pecorino cheese (included in
the tour!) and explore the pretty alleyways of this small town at your leisure.
The last stop reaches Montepulciano, home to the famous Vino Nobile vineyards and more recently
famous for the filming of the vampire movie "New Moon". Enjoy your second wine tasting session
while visiting the dungeon where the wine is stored under the ancient walls of the winery before
heading back to Florence.

Meeting Point:
PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO - BUS
TERMINAL
Departures:
Monday, Wednesday, Saturday
At 08:00 AM - all Year Round
Duration:
11h 30 min
Language:
English

CODE: REGULAR-TOUR PITOW

Have you ever wanted to climb all the steps up to the top of the Leaning Tower of Pisa? Well, this
half day tour from Florence gives you the opportunity to enjoy the city of one of the symbols of Italy.
We start our excursion with a walk along side the Medieval walls up to the old entrance gate: Porta
Santa Maria. From here an extraordinary view will take your breath away! You will be in front of a
unique panorama: Piazza dei Miracoli with its marble architecture and neat grass lawns. Your guide
will accompany you on your visit to the precious interiors of the Cathedral, an unchallenged
masterpiece of Romanesque art. Once outside you can admire the Baptistery, the Monumental
Graveyard and, finally, the world famous LEANING TOWER, discovering all its secrets. Selecting the
optional admission ticket to the Leaning Tower, you don't just see the Tower but you also get to
climb up it without waiting and queuing. Before heading back to Florence you will have free time for
an ice-cream and for the inevitable photo -memories.

COMMISIONABLE RATE
ADULT (13+): € 70.00

CHILD (4/12): € 35.00

COMMISIONABLE RATE
INFANT: € 00.00

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§
§
§

Journey by fully-fitted GT Coach
Expert multilingual escort
Visit to a wine cellar in Montalcino with tour of the wine cellars and tasting Brunello
Visit to a winery in Montepulciano with tasting of the “Vino Nobile”
Cheese tasting in Pienza

NOT INCLUDED
§
§
§

Tips
Meals
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

ADULT (13+): € 75.00

CHILD (4/12): € 37.50

RATES INCLUDED
§
§
§
§
§

Journey by fully- fitted GT Coach
Expert multilingual escort
Pisa tour with professional guide
Admission fee to Pisa Cathedral - if accessible
Leaning Tower entrance tickets

NOT INCLUDED
§
§
§

Tips
Meals
Services not mentioned in “Rates Included”

INFANT: € 00.00

Meeting Point:
PIAZZALE MONTELUNGO - BUS
TERMINAL
Departures:
Everyday
At 08:00 AM - all Year Round
Duration:
5h 30 min
Language:
English

English

High season

YOUR DMC IN ITALY
QUALITY, PASSION AND EXPERIENCE

My Trip Italy is a tour operator B2B specialized in inbound tourism, we
can offer assistance to your customers during their trip to Italy. With
our know how and our teams we operate group tours across Italy every
year, providing itineraries and personal service.
Moreover, we offer the possibility can choose a wide range of services
such as hotels, transfers, city and shopping tours, parks, museums,
attractions, shows, travel cards, guides, regular tours, tours and minitours in the main destinations of the Italy.

Registered office:
mytripitaly.com
Palazzo dei Cigni - Piazza Marco Polo
20080 - Basiglio Milano 3 (MI)
Italy
Cancellation Policy:
Cancellation within 4 days prior service date: FULL REFUND
Cancellation from 3 to 0 days prior service date: 100% PENALTY

Mailing address:
mytripitaly.com
Palazzo dei Cigni - Piazza Marco Polo
20080 - Basiglio Milano 3 (MI)
Italy
Contacts
Telephone: +39 02 87 196260
E-mail: dmc@mytripitaly.com
Business Register
Company registration number: 09378890967 / REA: MI-2086923
VAT: 0937889096

My Trip Italy – B2B – dmc@mytripitaly.com

